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Bocca, the famous red sofa shaped as giant lips. Getting their inspiration from the 1935 Por-
trait of Mae West by surreal artist Dalì, as well as from the hot red lips of Hollywood stars, 
Studio 65 architects achieved a masterpiece destined to become an object of cult. Pop DNA, a 
sensual and provocative soul, feminine and elegant aspect. Bocca is among the most 
sought-after, loved, and imitated products of home furniture. Bocca comes in two new 
versions: Dark Lady e Pink Lady. The first - rebellious, all black and with an oversize piercing - 
is the transgressive interpretation, with a marked gothic inclination. Voluptuous and of great 
impact, Dark lady shows its rock spirit. The other version, Pink Lady, comes with a new lipstick 
of a more glamorous and fashionable colour - fuchsia - which makes it a settee that is even 
more the object of talk; the ideal setting for a spectacular glittery modernity. The new GOLD 
edition emphasizes the brand’s important landmark, and enriches even further an object wel-
comed into the most beautiful homes and most important museums in the world.

Zipped Lips! is a special edition of the couch Bocca - designed in 1970 by Studio65 - which is 
contaminated by the imagination of Moschino's creative director, Jeremy Scott. It is a golden 
zipper that holds shut the lips of the sensual couch - made of flexible polyurethane and uphol-
stered with fire-red cloth - that in this way takes on a fetish pop touch, which is characteristic of 
the personal and unpredictable mood of this fashion house.

materials:
Polyurethane foam with fabric in 85% polyamide and 15% elastan. Piercing and zipper in chrome 
metal. 
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